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Knot Cobordism Groups in Codimension Two1)

J. Levine

In [3] and [7] the relationship of cobordism between knotted n-spheres in

space (/î-knots) is introduced and studied. Cobordism is weaker than isotopy but, on
the other hand, is the more natural concept for studying singularities of submanifolds
of codimension two (see [2], [3]). Moreover cobordism has the advantage that
cobordism classes form an abelian group Cn, for each dimension, under connected sums.

Kervaire [7] has shown that Cn 0 when n is even i.e. ail w-knots are null-co-
bordant (slice knots). When n is odd, Fox and Milnor [3] for n 1, and Kervaire
[7] for h^3, hâve shown that Cn is infinitely-generated.

In this work, the groups C2rt_1, for w^2, will be given a purely algebraic description.

A relation, which we shall call cobordism, will be introduced into certain collections

of matrices. Under "block addition" the cobordism classes form an abelian

group for each collection. Two of thèse, G+ and GL, are of spécial interest. We construct
a homomorphism : _ _, 4 ,n

<Pn- C2n-1-^GBn, Sn (- 1)

and our main resuit is that $„ is an isomorphism for n ^ 3, $2 is an isomorphism onto
a certain specified subgroup G+ of index 2, and ^>x is onto. Thus the graded group
{Cn:n^4} is periodic with period four of the form {0, G_, 0, G+}, but Ct and C3

seem to violate this periodicity. Cx is still undetermined.
We next study the group Ge by introducing some invariants whose relation to the

Alexander polynomial and quadratic form of a knot will be immediately recognized.
In particular, this will provide a more gênerai setting for the resuit of Fox and Milnor
[3] and Kervaire [7] on the form of the Alexander polynomial of a slice knot and
the cobordism invariance of the Minkowski units and signature of the quadratic
form of a knot [14], [15]. We détermine the values thèse invariants may assume and
show that they are not faithful. In fact, we find that Ge contains a linearly independent
set. This has also been proved by Milnor [23],

In conclusion, we use some of our considérations to construct examples, in every
odd dimension, of knots whose compléments are homotopy équivalent, yet are not
cobordant. This generalizes the example of the granny knot and square knot in
dimension 1. It is interesting to compare this to the resuit [9] that a knot whose
complément is a homotopy circle is necessarily unknotted (at least in dimensions #2 or
3). Moreover, in half the cases, the two knots are not even diffeomorphic; in the rest,

l) Research supported in part by NSF Grant No. 6868. The author is a Sloan Foundation Fellow.
It has been brought to my attention that many of the results of this paper hâve been independ-

ently of obtained by F. Ungoed-Thomas.
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it is known that the differential structure of a knot dépends only on the homotopy
type of its complément [10].

Cobordism of Matrices

1. AU matrices will hâve integer entries. A square matrix N is null-cobordant if

it is congruent to a matrix of the form * where Nt are square matrices of
yv2 js2/

the same size. Note that N must hâve an even number of rows.

If Ai9 A2 are matrices, we define the "block sum" A1®A2 *
j. We say

square matrices Ax and A2 are cobordant if Ax®{ —A2) is null-cobordant. This is a

reflexive and symmetric relation, but not necessarily transitive. For transitivity to
hold, we will hâve to restrict the collection of matrices.

2. Lemma 1 : Suppose A and N are square matrices and N and A®N are null-
cobordant. Ifsome linear combination AN+fiN' (À, \i integers and N' the transpose of
N) is non-singular i.e. déterminant #0, then A is null-cobordant.

Note that some restriction on N is necessary, since a large zéro matrix would not
work.

Proof: Consider B=A®N as a bilinear form on Z2n Z2m®Zk®Z\ with the

properties that k=l9Z2m and Zk®Zl are orthogonal with respect to B9 B | Z2m A,
B | Zk®Zl=N9 B | Z*=0, and there exists a^-- ansZ2n9 linearly independent
éléments, with B(ai9 ot,j) O, 1 </,y</i. To prove the lemma it suffices to find linearly
independent éléments pl9...9 pmeZ2m satisfying B(pi9 Pj)=O, 1 ^i,j^m. Let us write

ai=xi^yi+zi where xfeZ2w, ytsZk9 ztsZK We will need the well-known fact:
(1) If yl9..., yntZm9 then there exists a non-singular matrix P=(pij) such that if

y'i=Z Pu yp t'îen ?i> • • • » 7rare linearly independent, while y'r+x • • • y'n=0, for some r.

Applying this to {z^cZ1, we may assume that zl9..., zr are independent, while

zr+1 --=zll=0. Note that r^k=L Applying (1) now to {jcr+1,..., xn}, we may
assume {xr+!,.. xr+J is linearly independent and xr+s+1 • • • xn 0. Then A{xi9xf)=

^(af, (Xj)=0 for r +1 < i, y < r+s, so it suffices to show s > m. But N(yi9 Zj) ^(a,-, ay)

=0 for i>r+s; similarly N(zpyi)=0 for i>r+s. If we define N0 AN+fiN', as

specified in thehypothesis, then^r+s+1,...,^ lie in the subgroup Tc=Zk orthogonal
to zl5..., zr with respect to No. Since #0 is non-singular and {zl5..., zr} are linearly

independent, Fhas rank :£&~r.Thus/î-r-,y<fc-r (note {j(} {aj, for i>r+s*
and so are linearly independent) and this implies s>n—k=m.

3. It now follows from Lemma 1 that, in the collection of square matrices A

satisfying:
(2) XA+fiA' is non-singular for some integers A, [i9
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cobordism is an équivalence relation. In fact, iï Au A2 and A2, A3 are cobordant
pairs, then A1@(-A2) and A2®(-A3) are null-cobordant. Therefore, A®(-A2)®
®A2@( — A3) is null-cobordant, and, since A2®(—A2) is null-cobordant, it follows
from Lemma 1 that At and A3 are cobordant.

For a fixed pair of integers À, jjl, consider the collection of matrices A satisfying
(2). This collection is closed under block sum; moreover block sum préserves
cobordism. It follows that the set GXfl of cobordism classes has the structure of an
abelian semi-group. But if A satisfies (2), so does — A, which is obviously a cobordism
inverse. Thus GXtllis an abelian group. Notice that the matrices satisfying (2), except
that XA + \iA' is required to be unimodular, if there are any, define a subgroup of

4. We will say that A has property e (s ± 1) if A + eAf is unimodular. It follows
from § 3 that the cobordism classes of matrices with property s form an abelian group
GE under block sum. It follows immediately from Lemma 1 that the zéro class in Ge

consists precisely of the null-cobordant matrices of type e.

A matrix with property e must hâve an even number of rows. If e= — 1, this is a
familiar property of non-singular skew-symmetric matrices. If s= +1, it is a property
of unimodular even quadratic forms (see e.g. [11, Theorem 1]).

If A has property + then A+Af has signature a multiple of 8 (see [11, Theorem
1]). Let Gl be the subgroup of G+ of index 2, defined by matrices A with property +
and signature {A+A') a multiple of 16. Note that signature {A + A') dépends only
on the cobordism class of A.

Cobordism of Knots

5. If «^1 is an integer, an n-knot is a smooth oriented submanifold of Sn+29

homeomorphic to Sn. Two «-knots Ko, Kx are cobordant if there exists a smooth
oriented submanifold V of IxSn+2, with dV=(l xX1)u(0x(-Ko)). An rc-knot is
null-cobordant (slice knot) if it is cobordant to the standard imbedded Sn<zSn+2 -
equivalently, if it bounds an imbedded («4- l)-disk in Z>"+3.

Cobordism is weaker than isotopy e.g. the square knot is null-cobordant. The
cobordism classes of «-knots form an abelian group Cn, under connected sums. See

[7, Ch. III] for more détail and proofs - our Cn is larger than Kervaire's, since he

only allows knots diffeomorphic to Sn. The négative of the cobordism class of a knot
K is represented by the image of K, with reversed orientation, under a reflection of
Sn+2; we dénote this knot by —K. As mentioned in the introduction, Kervaire [7]
has shown that Cn=0 for n even; we therefore concentrate on odd n.

6. y4(2«-l)-knot K is simple if the homotopy groups of its complément
S w+1—^coïncide with those of the circle in dimensions <n. Note that this is the
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most one can ask if K is knotted (see [9]). If K is simple, it is proved in [9], that K
bounds an («— l)-connected submanifold of S2lï+1 - and conversely.

Construction of <\)n

7. Let K be a (2« — l)-knot; then K bounds an oriented 2«-dimensional
submanifold V oi S2n+1 (see e.g. [9; Lemma 2]). We can define a pairing:

6:Hn(V)®Hn(V)^Z

by 0(a<g)/?)=Z,(a®/* (/?))> where L dénotes linking number and /: V->S2n+1- V is

defined by translation in the positive normal direction. We hâve the formula:

0(a®j8) + (- l)nQ(p®(x) -a'P (3)

where a-/? is the intersection number in F (see [10, § 2.5]).
A basis for the torsion-free part of Hn(V) détermines a matrix representing 6 -

such a matrix A will be called a Seifert matrix for K. It foliows directly from (3) that
A satisfies property (—1)", since the intersection pairing of Hn(V) is unimodular.

If Al9 A2 are Seifert matrices for Ku K2, it is easily seen that AX@A2 is a Seifert

matrix for the connected sum KX#K2 and — Ax is a Seifert matrix for — K±.
Let KbQ a simple (2« — l)-knot, n^2; then nn{S2n+1—K) is a module over the

group ring A of nï(S2n+1-K)&Z. If fis a generator of nî(2n+i--K) and y4 is a

Seifert matrix for K, then f^4 + (— l)n ^t\ viewed as a matrix with entries in A, is a

relation matrix for nn(S2n+1-K) (see [7, p. 255]). More generally, for any (2/z-l)-
knot K, tA + (— \)nA' is a relation matrix for Hn(X; Q) (g=rationals) where X is

the infinité cyclic covering of the complément of K (see [10, § 2]).

8. Lemma 2: If K is a null-cobordant (2n— \)-knot and A is a Seifert matrix for
K, then A is null-cobordant.

Proof: Let V be the oriented submanifold of S2 n+1 bounded by K from which A
is defined. It is required to find a linearly independent subset al9...9 (xrsHn(V) such

that rank Hn(V)=2r and 0((xh ay)=0 for l^i9j^r.
Let A be a smooth (2«+l)-disk in D2n+2 bounded by K. Consider the closed

manifold F= Vu A (corner at K) oriented consistent with V. F bounds a submanifold
W of D2 n+2. To see this, we apply the Thom-Pontriagin construction. Let v be a unit
normal vector field to VinD2n+2. Extending this to a framed submanifold of 2>2/I+2

is équivalent to a more standard problem. Let U be an open tubular neighborhood
of A in D2 n+2. Then F, i?) is trivially isotopic to a framed submanifold of dM, where

M~D2n*2—U. According to the Thom-Pontriagin construction, we get an obstruction

to extending (F, v) in H2(M9dM)9 and this is the only obstruction. But

H2(M9dM)*H2(D2n+2> S2n+1yjA)^H1(S2n+1uA)=0.Thus JFexists.
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Now consider the inclusion j:V-+W. If a, PeKer{j*:Hn(V)-*Hn(W)}9 then

0(a®/?)=O, because a bounds a chain in W anâ **(/?) bounds a chain in D2n+2— W
obtained by translating off W a chain bounded by p in W (recall i:V-+S2n+1-~V).
Thus, to prove Lemma 2 it suffices to show that Ker/* has rankr.

Now consider the exact séquence :

Hn+l(W)±Hn + l(W9V)^Hn(V)$Hn(W)^Hn(W9V). (4)

By duality (and V=dW-disk), we hâve Hn(W9 V)*Hn+1(W) and Hn+1(W9 V)w
&Hn(W). Moreover, modulo torsion, the homomorphisms A and À' correspond to
the homomorphisms Hn+1(W)^Uom{Hn(W)9 Z}9 Hn(W)-+Hom{Hn+i(W)9 Z} de-

termined by the intersection pairing: Hn(W)<S)Hn+1(W)-+Z.
In particular, rank (image A)=rank (image X). From this, and the following well-

known fact:

If A-^B-^C is an exact séquence of abelian-groups, then rankB=rank (imageg) +
4- rank (image/z).

We deduce from (4) that: rank(Keryj|e) — rank (image d)= 1/2 rank Hn( V) r as

desired.

9. Let en — l)n. We can now construct a homomorphism 0n:C2n_i->(j£n by as-

signing to the cobordism class of a knot, the cobordism class of any Seifert matrix.
By § 7 and Lemma 2, $„ is well-defined and a homomorphism.

The Main Theorem

Theorem: (pn is: (a) an isomorphism onto G8nfor n^3
(b) an isomorphism onto G% for n 2

(c) an epimorphism for n 1.

10. To prove the onto parts of the theorem we use the following resuit:

Lemma 3 : IfA is a matrix satisfying property en, then there exists a simple (2n— 1)-

knotfor which A is a Seifert matrix, for any n^\.Ifn 2,itis necessary to assume
that A + Ar is a matrix représentation of the intersection pairing H2{V)®H2{V)-+Z
for some simply-connected closed 4-manifold V.

For n= 1, this is a classical resuit [17]. For n^29 a proof is given in [7, Ch. II, § 6].
Using Lemma 3, the onto statements for n^2 follow immediately. We now

consider «=2.
Suppose Kk a 3-knot bounding the 4-manifold Fin S5. Then Kis diffeomorphic

to *S3 and we can put a disk on dV to form a closed manifold F. If A is a Seifert
matrix for K, then A+A' represents the intersection pairing of F. It follows from
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Rohlin's Theorem that signature (A + Af) is a multiple of 16, since Fis parallelizable
(it has a trivial normal bundle in Euclidean space) (see e.g. [8]). Thus (j)2 (C3)c:G+.

Suppose aa G+. We can represent a by an arbitrarily large matrix A, for which A + A'
is indefinite - for example, by adding to a given représentative a number of copies of

(0 I\ Now, in [11], Milnor constructs a closed 4-manifold M with index 16 and

second Betti number 22. By forming the connected sum of copies of M and S2 x S2,

it follows that we can construct a closed 4-manifold V with any index S a multiple
of 16, and second Betti-number any even integer ^11/8-S. Thus we construct F
whose intersection pairing H2(V)<&H2(V)-*Z has the same signature and rank as

A+A' (for suitable A). But, by the classification of indefinite unimodular intégral
quadratic forms [11 ; Th. 1,2], it follows that A + A' is actually a matrix représentative
of the intersection pairing of F. By Lemma 3, A is a Seifert matrix for a 3-knot and
therefore ae$2(C3). Thus <t>2(C3)=Gl.

11. The theorem will now follow from the following two lemmas.

Lemma 4: Every {2n — \)-knot is cobordant to a simple knot.

Lemma 5: If n^2 and K is a simple {2n — \)-knot with a null-cobordant Seifert
matrix, then K is null-cobordant.

ProofofLemma 4: We only need consider n^2. The idea is to extend a knot K
to an (« —l)-connected submanifold Fo of D2n+2 which can then be "engulfed" in
the boundary of a smaller disk Dln+2 in the interior of D2n+2. Then Fo bounds a

simple knot Ko in dD%n*2 and the annular région D2n+2 — Dln+2 gives a cobordism
between K and Ko.

Let Fbe a submanifold of 52n+1 bounded by K. In [7, Ch. III, § 3] Kervaire shows

how to add handles to Fin £>2tt+2 in such a way that the corresponding "surgeries"
simplify F in a prescribed manner. His arguments, although presented only in the

case of even-dimensional knots, work equally well in the odd-dimensional case, but
only up to one dimension below the middle. The resuit is a (2«+ l)-dimensional
submanifold Wof D2n+29 with an imbedding i: Fx/-* JFsatisfying:

(a) WnS2n+î~V and ï(jc,/)=1/2(/+1)x, considering VcD2n+29 and using
scalar multiplication in R2n+2.

(b) dW=V\ji(dVxI)uV09where Von F=<£ and Voni(dVxI) ôVo i(dVxO)
(c) VQ is (n — l)-connected
(d) Wh obtained from i(VxI) by attaching handles of index <« to i(FxO).
Note that JFhas a corner at i(dVx l)=K.
We now wish to apply the engulfing theorem of Hirsch and Zeeman to imbed a

(2«+2>disk Dln+2 in the interior of D2tt+2 so that D20tt+2n W~dD2Qn+2 n W~ Fo.

We may formally apply [4, Th. 2]; in the notation of [4], we let J= Fo and F(of [4])
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=D2n+2 with[ a «cut» along ^(alternatively, the complément in D2n+2 of a tubular
neighborhood of W). The hypothesis of [4, Th. 2] are satisfied as follows :

(i) Fo is w-collapsible by (c) and e.g. [16, Lemma 2.7],

(ii) D2n+2- Wis 1-connected by (d), and

(iii) 2«+l^« + 3, since n^2.
Now D2n+2-DÎn + 2 is an à-cobordism between S2n+l and ôD2n+1; according

to [18] (n^2) it is diffeomorphic to ,S2n+1 x/. If /i is such a diffeomorphism, then

hi(dVxI) is a cobordism from K to /*(3F0), the latter being simple since it bounds

h(V0)mS2n+1.

12. ProofofLemma 5: Suppose Fis an (« — l)-connected submanifold of S2 n+1,

bounded by K. By the assumption of Lemma 5 and the fact that (j>n is well-defined,

any matrix associated with K is null-cobordant. Thus, Hn(V) has a basis <xl9...9 ccr;

Pu...9 pr such that 6(<xh ai) 0 for l^ij^r.
Suppose «^3; then {aj are represented by disjoint imbedded «-sphères Stc:V.

This follows from Whitney's procédure [22] applied, first, to the self-intersections of
Si9 and, then, to the intersections of St and Sj9 using af-aJ 0(ai, a,)+ 0(0/, af) 0.

Next we extend each St to an imbedded (n + l)-disk dx in D2n+2. Since the intersection
number of dt and dj is 0(af-, a^), we can again apply Whitney's procédure («+1 ^3)
to insure that the {dt} are disjoint. Now dt can be taken as the core of a handle hx

attached to V. This is done by extending a normal field to Fin 52w+1 to a normal
field vt to diinD2n+2 - the obstruction can be identified with 0(ai9 af) 0 - and taking
ht to be the orthogonal complément to vt in a tubular neighborhood of dt.

The handles {h^ induce surgeries on Fresulting in a submanifold A of D2n+29

bounded by K. The computation in [12, § 6] shows that A is contractible. If w^3, it
follows from [18] that A is a 2«-disk and, therefore, AT is null-cobordant.

13. If n=2, the above argument fails in two places:
(a) representing {aj by disjoint imbedded sphères, and

(b) the assertion that A is a disk.
We use results of Wall [20], [21] on 4-manifolds to repair the argument. Since K

is diffeomorphic to S3, we form the smooth closed manifold Fby putting a disk on
dV. Since Fis parallelizable and has index zéro, it follows from [21, Th. 1 and Lemma
2] that F is A-cobordant to the boundary of a handlebody with handles of index 2.

But then it follows easily from [21, Th. 3] that the connected sum of F with enough
copies of S2 x S2 is diffeomorphic to the boundary of such a handlebody W. Since
we may perforai thèse connected sums with copies of S2 x S2 in S59 we may assume
that V^dW.

The handlebody décomposition of W provides us with a family {Si} of disjoint
imbedded «-sphères in f - the boundaries of the transverse disks of the handles. If
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ol'ibH2{V) is the homology class of Si, then an easy homology argument shows that
{aj} is half of a basis of H2 (V). Also <x't -a 0}, ail i,j. Since the intersection pairing on
H2(V) is unimodular, both {aj and {a-} extend to bases {af; pt}, {aj; /?•} satisfying
(xrPj arPj ôij9 PrPj PrPj O. It then follows from [20, Th. 2], that Padmits a

diffeomorphism h onto itself such that /z*(a-) ai. We can therefore take Si=h(Sl).
Observe that the resuit of surgery on V, using the {S/}, is diffeomorphic to S4,

because this is équivalent to removing the handles of W (since 7t3(S02)=0, the

framing of the {S[} is irrelevant). Thus, applying h"1, A must be a 4-disk.
This complètes the proof of Lemma 5, and the Theorem.

Alexander Polynomial

14. We now begin a purely algebraic study of the groups Gs. For an intégral
matrix A of type e, we define an intégral, i.e. integer coefficients, polynomial: AA(t)

déterminant (tA+sA').

Proposition 1: IfAhas2\i rows, then

(1) AA(t)~t2»AA(r%
(2) AA{—e)is square,
(3) AA(l)=(-*Y-
Proof: (1) follows directly from the définition. (2) follows from the fact that skew-

symmetric matrices hâve square déterminants. This fact together with property — 1

implies (3), for e= — 1. For e= H-1, AA{\) is the déterminant of an even unimodular
quadratic form of rank 2/x. If this form has signature 2 S, then the déterminant is

(— l)*1""5. But S=0 mod8 for such forms, which implies (3).
As a converse to Proposition 1, we hâve:
Proposition 2: Let e= ± \,\ibe a positive integer and A (t) an intégral polynomial

satisfying (1), (2) and (3). Then there exists a square intégral matrix A satisfying

property e, such that A (t)=AA(t).
Proof: We adapt the construction in [17]. For ji 1, the most gênerai form for

for £= +1, where a is an integer. We may set A l
i or n

)> f°r

e= — 1 or +1, respectively.
Assume the proposition for ail fi<fi0. In addition, assume that A may be chosen

so that the matrix obtained from tA + eAr by deleting the first row and column is

(f+e^-e)2"""2. This is true for /i=l of the above choices. We may write a given
A (t), satisfying (1), (2) and (3), for /*=/*o> in the form:

for some polynomial AQ(t). It may be checked directly that J0(*)satisfies (1), (2) and
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(3) for /i /i0 —1. Thus there exists a square matrix Ao with 2/z0 —2 rows, satisfying

property e, such that AAo(t) Ao(t) and satisfying the additional hypothesis for

/j /i0 —1. We now define A by:

0

0

a

0

1

0

-1
0

— a
1

0

0

0

0

0 0

It is easily checked that A satisfies property e and AA(t) A (f).

15. The polynomial AA(t), clearly an invariant of the congruence class of A, is

also important in studying the cobordism class of A because of :

Proposition 3 : If A is a null-cobordant matrix of type e, with 2[i rows, then

4a (0=( - etf 0 (f 0(r *) for some intégral polynomial 9 (t).
Proof: Since

A

_
A

and AA(t) —

and we may set

M, where ^. are

(/) is an invariant of the congruence class of A, we may assume

x ju)-matrices. Then tA + eA' —

det(fv42 + e^i)- But tA2 + sA'1=et(ri
det(r^1+e^2).

Consider the family of intégral polynomials satisfying (l)-(3) of Proposition 1 for
a given e= ± 1, and some fi (which is uniquely determined by (1)). Define an équivalence

relation among thèse polynomials by: Ax (t)~ A2(t) if and only if Ax (t) A2(t)
(—ety 0(t) 0(t~l) for some pi and 9(t). If Pe dénote the set of équivalence classes,

polynomial multiplication induces an abelian group structure on Pe in which every
élément has order two.

By Proposition 3, a homomorphism GB-+Pe is induced by A\-+AA(t). Proposition 2

implies it is an epimorphism.

The Quadratic Form

16. If A satisfies property e, then A + A' represents an even quadratic form with
odd déterminant (when e= — 1, it differs from the unimodular A — A' by even entries).
From Section 3 we see that the cobordism classes of quadratic forms with non-zero
déterminant form an abelian group. Let K+, JKL be the subgroups defined by re-
stricting the quadratic forms to be even and their déterminants to be ±1, and odd,
respectively. Then it foliows immediately that Av-*A+A' defines homomorphisms
Gs-+Ke. Surjectivity when e= 4-1 is obvious; when e= -1 we need:

Lemma 6: If B is a symmetric intégral matrix with even diagonal entries and odd
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déterminant, then there exists an intégral matrix A, satisfying property — 1, such that

Proof: Let Bo be a skew-symmetric matrix such that B=B0 mod25 i.e. corre-
sponding entries of B and Bo hâve the same parity. This can be accomplished, for
example, by changing the diagonal entries of B to zéro, and changing the sign of ail
entries below the diagonal. Clearly Bo has odd déterminant. Now Bo is congruent to

a matrix of the form Ax ®A2® • • • ®An, where At l
J ; since detBo is odd, the

\ — at U/
at are odd. Thus B is congruent to a matrix C=(cu), where cu is even unless either
(i) i is odd and j=i+1, or (ii) / is even and j=i—l - in thèse cases ctj is odd. We
define Â=(âij), by

(i) âtJ= l/2co-, if cu is even,
(ii) âij= 1/2(^+1), if i is odd and j=i+1, and

(iii) djy=l/2(cjj—1), if zis even,7 1 —1.

Then C=Â+Â' and ^is congruent to the desired A by means ofthe same congruence
which transforms C to B.

17. If A is a commutative ring with 1, we define the Witt group of even uni-
modular quadratic forms over A to be the group (under block sum) of équivalence
classes of such forms under the relation defined as foliows : A ~B if and only if A®k U

and B © / U are congruent, for some k, /, where £/= 1. An inverse for A is given
/T-CÂ'1 -r\ ^ '

by -A ~ \ since, if P f X i J h where ^ C+ C, then

This generalizes the classical Witt group for A a field of characteristic ^2 (see [1]
and [5]). W{A) is easily seen to coincide with the Grothendieck group of even uni-
modular quadratic forms over A9 divided by the subgroup generated by U.

The following lemma says that W(A) is the same as the group of cobordism
classes of even unimodular quadratic forms over A.

Lemma 7: Let B be an even unimodular quadraticform over A, Then B is null-cobordant

ifand only if B is congruent, over At to U®U@ — (BU.

Proof: We may assume B=(
B

*
J, where Bu B2 are invertible over A, and B3

\B2 B3/
has even diagonal entries.

Define T= "f*
t °\ where B3 =A+A\ and /is the identity matrix. Then TBT

\ABX 1)

has the form l V
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18. Recall that the rational 2-adic integers Q(2) is the ring of ail rational numbers
with odd denominator. It follows from Lemma 7 that there are homomorphisms
K+-+W(Z), jKL -> W(Q (2)), defined by regarding a quadratic form representing an
élément of K__ (or K+) as an even unimodular form over g (2) (or Z).

Define Ae to be Z if e= +1, and g(2) if e= -1.

Proposition 4: The above homomorphisms are isomorphisms Kt
This follows immediately from Lemma 7 if e= + 1. For e= — 1, we first prove

another lemma.

19. Supposç A a F are principal idéal domains such that every élément of F/A
has finite yl-order i.e. if asF, then there exists XeA such that ÀoceA. Let CA and Cr
be the group of cobordism classes of even non-degenerate (i.e. non-zero déterminant)
quadratic forms over A and F respectively.

Lemma 8: The natural homomorphism CA->Cr is injective.
Proof: Suppose A is a non-degenerate even quadratic form over A, null-cobordant

over F. If A is considered as a bilinear form on a free yl-module F, then there exists

a direct summand S of V®AF, whose /"-dimension is half the ^t-dimension of V,

such that A | 5=0. Let S0 Sn V; it is easily seen from the hypothèses on A and F
that So is a submodule of V of half its dimension. But So is also a direct summand,
since V/So is torsion free and A is a principal idéal domain.

Corollary: Under the conditions given above on A and F, W(Â)-+W(F) is

injective.

This follows from Lemmas 7 and 8.

It follows from Lemmas 7 and 8 that K_-+W(Q(2)) is injective. Surjectivity
follows from the observation that if A is any even unimodular quadratic form over
6(2), then, for some odd integer a, aA is an even intégral quadratic form, with odd
déterminant, and, if a is square, aA is congruent to A over g (2).

20. Summarizing, we hâve defined epimorphisms :

4'. A represents an élément of the kernel if and only if A + Ar is

null-cobordant (over the integers).

21. We now make some gênerai remarks about the Witt groups W(AE). If s +1,
Ae-Z and there is an isomorphism W{Z)&Z, defined by Ah+ljS (signature ^4)(see
[11] and [5, Appendix]).

If 8 -1, Ae Q (2). Letting Q be the rational numbers, we hâve a monomorphism
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W(Q) - see Corollary to Lemma 8. There are several well-known invariants

of rational quadratic forms :

(a) W(Q)-*Q+I(Q+)2, defined by déterminant, multiplied by a sign,
(b) W(Q)-+Z, defined by signature.
Thèse are homomorphisms, but the following is not.
(c) W(Q)^{— 1, +1}, defined by the Minkowski unit Cp for every prime p. (see

[15]).
Thèse form a complète set of invariants for W(Q% i.e. two éléments of W{Q) are

equal if and only if their déterminants, signatures and Minkowski units coincide (see

[6]). Such is, therefore, also true for W(Q(2)). Moreover the range of values taken by
thèse invariants on éléments of W(Q(2)) is known ([6, Theorems 29 and 45]).

It foliows readily from thèse facts, and the additivity formulae for Cp (see [15

(2.5)]) that every élément of W(Q{2)) has order 1, 2, 4 or oo. For example, any
élément of W(Q(2)) with déterminant 3 and signature 0 must, by considering C3, hâve

order 4. Also see [5, Appendix A].

The Range of the Invariants

22. We hâve so far defined epimorphisms : Ge-^PB and Ge-> W(Ae). We now con-
sider their direct sum :

<j>£:Ge-+Pe®W(Ae), e ±l.
We would like to calculate the image of $£, and investigate injectivity.

We shall see that the image of 0e is defined by the relation AA(s) déterminant

(A + A'). Let Ue be the multiplicative groups of units in AB and Ue2 the subgroup of

square units. We define homomorphisms:

de:Pe®W(As)^UJUe2

by dE(A9 B)=( — l)M+<?A (e) déterminant B, where \x is determined from A as in Proposition

1, and ranki?=2£.
We also define epimorphisms UJUe2-+Z2 by a*-*(a— l)/2mod2, where we use

the fact that AJ2AS&Z2. If e= +1, this is an isomorphism.

23. Proposition 5: The following séquence is exact:

Thus $+ is onto.
Proof: Exactness at UJU82: If e= +1, it is shown in the proof of Proposition 1,

that an even unimodular quadratic form of rank 2q has déterminant (— l)Q. This fact,

and (3) of Proposition 1 imply d+ =0.
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Suppose e= — 1. If A (t) satisfies (1) and (3) of Proposition 1, an easy compilation
shows that A (1)- A (-1) is a multiple of 4. Thus, when e= -1, A (-1)=(- If mod4.
Furthermore, if B is an even unimodular quadratic form over R{2) of rank2^, then
B is congruent to a block sum of q 2x2-matrices (see [5] or [6]). But an even
unimodular quadratic form of rank2 is easily checked to hâve a déterminant — 1 mod4.
It follows that déterminant B=(— l)e mod4. From thèse considérations, if (A, B)eP_
®W(Q{2% then d.{A, B)=\ mod4.

To complète the proof of exactness at U./U2., we notice that any integer of the
form 4a— 1 can be realized as A — 1) for some représentative A (t) of an élément of
P_ with/x=l; e.g. let A(t)=at2 + (l-2a) t+a.

24. Exactness at PB®W(AE): The relation AA(e) det(A + A') implies that
Image(j)BcKerneldB,sincedB(AA, A + A')=( — iy+QAA(e)2, andg jibyProposition 1.

We now show that Kernel decImage(f)B. Suppose A (t), satisfying (1), (2) and (3),
also satisfies: (— \y A (s) is square i.e. (A, 0) eKerneldg. Then, if A is the matrix con-
structed in the proof of Proposition 2, we will show that A + A' is null-cobordant i.e.

If \i=\ and £= +1, then A+A =f v y
J.

If we subtract # times the second row from the first, and then perform the corre-
sponding column opération, we obtain a null-cobordant matrix. If jn= 1 and e= — 1,

then A+A' j; but — J(—1) being square implies a=b(\— b) for some

integer b. If we subtract b times the second row from the first, and then perform the

corresponding column opération, we obtain a null-cobordant matrix. We now pro-
ceed to the inductive step. If A{t) satisfies the given conditions, so does A0(t); we

then assume Ao+Af0 is null-cobordant. Now A + A' U® (Ao + A'O), where £/= ft
1,

which is clearly null-cobordant, if Ao+A'o is.

We hâve shown that Pen Kernel^cImage(j)B. This, together with the facts that
(i) the composition of (j)e with projection to W(Ae) is onto, and (ii) Image 4>B c Kernel de,

implies that Kernel de Image (j)e by the foliowing argument. Suppose (A, B) e Kernel de.

By (i), (zT, £)almage0£, for some A'. Then (A, B)-(A\ B)=(A-A\Q)s Kernel^,
by (ii). But we hâve shown that (A-Ar, 0)e Image0e; therefore, (A, B) (A', B) +
+{A-A',Q)e Image <£e.

More Invariants

25. We now see that Ge is very large.
Proposition 6: Ge contains an infinité linearly independent set.

Proof: We define a new invariant. Given a matrix A of type e and <J a complex
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number of unit norm, we consider the Hermitian form:

i(A'-A) £ -1
The signature of B% is well-defined. Let SA be the unit circle in the complex plane

with the zéros of déterminant (ÇA + A') (as a function of Ç) removed. If aA(Ç) signature

Bç for ÇsSA9 then we will show that aA is continuous.
Recall the characterization of signature given in [6, § 3] ; the arguments there apply

with only slight modification to Hermitian forms. A non-singular Hermitian matrix
M is regular if the séquence of principal minors 1, Dl9~- Dn has no two consécutive

zéros; Dt is the déterminant of the submatrix of M formed by the first / rows and

columns. The following two facts are of importance;
(a). If M is regular, then the signature of M is the number of permanences of sign

reduced by the number of changes of sign in the séquence l9 Dl9...9 Dn, where, if
Df=0 we may assign it either sign.

(b). Any non-singular Hermitian matrix M is congruent to a regular matrix i.e.

there exists a non-singular matrix P such that P MP' is regular (~ is complex con-
jugate).

Now suppose ÇeSA, Çi^ — \. Then B% is congruent to a regular matrix PB^P'.
Clearly if tjeSA is near enough to Ç9 then PBnFf is also regular and the non-zero
minors Dt hâve the same sign in Ç and tj. It then follows easily from (a) that B% and

Bn hâve the same signature.
To establish continuity at Ç — 1, notice that \Ç + \\Bç has the same signature as

Bi9 for ^-1. Since |{ + 1|/({+1)->ï as £->-l, ^«limit |£ + 1|£$ and we can

apply the argument of the previous paragraph to \Ç +1 \Bç.

Notice that aA(-1)=0 for ail A.
Clearly, if A is null-cobordant then <r^=0. Also note that, if A A1®A2, then

^ ^1 + ^2 on SA S

26. We first construct the linearly independent set for e= — 1. For any integer

(k 1\
,1. Then SAk Sk is obtained by removing the points

(1/2A:2)- I±i(4k2-\y/2l2k2 from the unit complex circle. It is easily checked that

(jfc(-.l)=0, <rk(l)=2. If Nk is the component of Sk in which <rk(Ç)=29 then we see

that iV1cJV2c:---c:iVkeiVfe+1e---, where the inclusions are proper. To see that the

éléments of GL determined by {Ak} are linearly independent, suppose ^©^A^
is null-cobordant. If k is the largest integer for which Afe#0 and ÇeNk—Nk..l9 then

2Xk. But 0^=0, and so 4=0.
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1

0

0

0

1

0

-k
0

0

k
0

0

0

0
1

1

For e== 1, we take Ak

We leave it to the reader to check that <t(1) <7(-1) 0, (t(î) 2 and, if Nk is the

componentof S*containing /, then N1aN2<^--' are proper inclusions. We may now
use the above argument to conclude that {Ak} represent linearly independent éléments

ofG+.
Non-cobordant Knots With Homotopy Equivalent Compléments

27. Lemma 9: If n^2, then two simple (2n—\)~knots hâve homotopy équivalent
compléments if and only if their n-th homotopy groups are isomorphic as A-modules

(see§7).
Proof: Note that the universal coverings of the compléments hâve non-zero homo-

logy groups only in dimension n [13], which are there isomorphic to the w-th homotopy

groups of the compléments - the action of A corresponding to the action of the

covering transformations. The resuit now follows by obstruction theory considérations.

Let K be a (2h —l)-knot whose quadratic form has non-zero signature. This is

possible, for every «> 1, according to the theorem and § 20. Now consider Kt K#K
and K2 K#( — K). Kx has non-zero signature, while K2 is null-cobordant. If A is a
Seifert matrix for K and At=A®A, A2 AQ(-A), then At is a Seifert matrix for Kt.
Recall (see § 7) that tAi + (— 1)M J i?f is a relation matrix for nn(X^ as a /l-module;
Xt is the complément of Kt. But, if P=/©(-/), then PAX =A2, PA\ =A29 and so

Pi^1=i?2- Therefore, by Lemma 9, Xt and X2 are homotopy équivalent.
We hâve proved.
Proposition 7 : For every «^2, there exist non-cobordant (2/i— l)-knots with

homotopy équivalent compléments.

28. Note that, if n is even and £ is a (2n — l)-knot, the signature of the quadratic
form of£ is also the signature of a parallelizable manifold bounded by £ (see § 7(3)).
In the construction above, Kx can be chosen to hâve signature 16, for n even ^4. It
follows from the Index Theorem that Kt is not diffeomorphic to S2""1. K2 is diffeo-
morphic to S2"'1, of course.
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